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2010 Aged White Tea - Bai Mu Dan 
Made in Fuding province, this is a pressed
Bai Mu Dan white tea cake. With now 9 years
of aging, this is a very interesting tea to
appreciate slowly, infusion after infusion,
a tea that reveals notes of sugar cane,
caramel and butterscotch.

Silver Needle 
Silver Needle White Tea is a tea where only
the tender shoots are picked, lightly wilted,
Pan-fried briefly at low temperature and
then allowed to dry naturally.This processing
method gives the tea a fruity sweet that can
age beautifully, and taste thick and full in the
mouth. 

Black Tea – Jin Jun Mei 
A classic styled Jin Jun Mei that has a robust
dark chocolate character. The brewing technique
using very hot water can bring out more chocolate
character, or more sweetness and dried fruit with
cooler water.

Black Tea – Imperial Golden Tea 
An exquisite black tea made of first flush of spring
harvest tea leaves. It reveals a delicious taste that
has hints of sugarcane and chocolate!

Oolong Tea – Da Hong Pao 
The brewed tea soup is red-orange in colour, very
clear and bright. The aroma has dried fruit and dark
chocolate. First cups have the typical roasted character
while later infusions will provide a smoother but sweet
surprisingly complex Da Hong Pao texture.
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Red Oolong-Chrysanthemum 
Delicious tea crafted in the wild mountains of 
Chiang Rai. Blending a highly-oxidized Oolong
tea with Chrysanthemum flowers to create an
exquisite honey aroma tea is an historical brew
dating from the old Chinese Dynasties.

Jasmine Green Tea 
A fragrant green tea from Northern Thailand.
A tea blended with jasmine flowers, to be enjoyed
at any time of the day

Bi Luo Chun Grade A 
Grown in Simao province, this is an imperial grade
green tea fit for an emperor. First flush tea buds hand
rolled into pearls of fresh tea. The taste of the tea is
nutty, sweet, thick and luxurious.

2013 Ripe Pu-Erh Tea – Blue Snake 
A celebration of the tail of the snake to mark 2013.
Thisis a blend that uses small leaves with plenty of
tea buds. An aromatic a�air with hints of camphor,
woody tones and dark red fruits. It provides a delicious
mouthfeel with its thick liquor. A high-quality ripe Pu-Erh
tea that will get better and better with aging.

2003 Aged Raw Pu-Erh – White Dragon 
This is very nice aged raw Pu-erh tea. Made out of green
leaves, it has been pressed and left to age for more than a
decade. The tea is characterized with soft green tea tones,
with hints of honey and white flowers.

Above prices are in Thai Baht and subject to 10% service charge and applicable government taxesAbove prices are in Thai Baht and subject to 10% service charge and applicable government taxes

Serves 2 persons Serves 2 persons


